
SHEPHERD 
GIFTING
“At it’s core, the shepherd is 
tasked with creating a healthy community, with 
nurturing people in the faith, and caring for the 
welfare of the people.” - Alan Hirsch


- Enrich Communal Experience
- Develop Social Bonding
- Demonstrate Credible Witness 
- Protect the Body
- Promote and Facilitate Healing
- Encourage Shalom and wholeness 
- Champion inclusion and embrace
- Assist in Discipleship in the Way
- Enable Human Flourishing
- Cultivate the family of God (how we live as family)
- Cultivate Rich and Loving Community

- BIBLE TEXTS/STORIES:
    - In search of the ONE LOST- Luke 15.4-5
    - The ideal of the good shepherd- Psalm 23
    - The bad shepherd- Jeremiah 21
    - David is called to shepherd God’s people- 2 Samuel 5.2
    - Create a loving community- John 13.35
    - Jesus the Great Shepherd- John 10.11-15
    - Shepherd the flock among you- 1 Peter 5.2-4
    



- SAMPLE QUESTIONS:

    - What are the needs of the people in our community? How are we 
going to meet those needs? Who has resources to share, an ear to 
listen, time to help?

   - What are the needs of our friends who we are reaching out to that 
aren’t regularly a part of our community? How can we help 
them? Who will pitch in? When will we do it?

   - Who used to be hanging out with us that has disappeared? Are 
they ok? Have we reached out to them? Who should reach out to 
them? Is there disunity? How do we create peace in the midst of 
conflict?

   - Are we taking time to just rest and be a family? Should we set up a 
family night to just relax and “BE” with each other with no 
objectives or goals?

   - Who needs to be protected? How are we going to protect each 
other and keep each other safe? We need to be protected in 
different ways, how do we look out for each other?

   - Are we connecting and resting outside of third space dinners/
gatherings? Are relationships forming in healthy way? Have we 
all hung out with each other randomly and informally? Are we 
having fun with each other?

   - Has everyone been given the opportunity to walk in a huddle 
through REACH rhythms and cultivate some deeper 
discipleship Rhythms and an environment to hold each other 
accountable that is intimate and safe?

    - Is anyone hurting? Are we taking time to listen to what is 
happening in each others journeys? Are we praying for those 
who are hurting, encouraging them, and making space to cry 
with them?

    - Are there any recent special needs? Is someone sick and needs 
help? Is someone trying to parent alone? Does someone need 
meals after bringing home a newborn? How can we step up 
together as a larger family to care for our faith community?



     - Is anyone in a dangerous or vulnerable spot with drugs, alcohol, 
debt, food addiction, sex addiction, etc? How can we rally 
around that individual and provide support, love, prayer, and 
accountability?

     - Is there something we should all be celebrating? Are there any 
birthdays, promotions, anniversaries, graduations, pregnancies, 
upcoming weddings, etc that we should be celebrating well? 
How should we celebrate? How do we create a special and 
meaningful experience for our friends?

     - Are there any special gifts/special things we should do that 
would make people know that they are valued and special?

- DISCUSSION STARTERS:
    - Typically people think of a Shepherd/Pastor as a paid leader of a 

church. How does understanding that there are a number of 
shepherds in each community helping the community care for 
itself create a better environment for support, community, and 
growth?

   - How is the shepherd vitally important as the SOCIAL GLUE that 
holds the family together? What would happen without the 
Shepherds influence and involvement in the community?

   -Why is it important that the shepherd be involved in the sharing of 
bad news, or to facilitate an intervention when someone is going 
down a bad path? 

   - Shepherds are oftentimes not activated to use their gifts because 
they think they are unqualified or that they are not allowed to 
reach out and care for people without permission. How do we 
create a permissive culture where shepherds can reach out on 
their own and live into their calling.

   - How do we create an environment to be aware of the needs, 
struggles, and issues of the people within our community? How 
do we find out about what is happening in peoples lives and 
journeys?



   - Shepherds take the time to listen to other people and ask good 
questions. Not everyone is good at listening and asking good 
questions. Shepherds, teach us how to be better listeners and 
how to ask good questions. What have you learned over the 
years? What is important to remember?

   - How is the enemy trying to create division in our community? 
How is the enemy trying to pull us away from God? How is the 
enemy trying to hurt our families? Take time to pray and 
encourage each other as the enemy tries to steal, kill and destroy
us. (fortunately the HS is greater!)

- DIRECTION FOR PRAYER:
    - Pray for each other in the community. Pray for specific anxieties 

and needs. 
    - Pray for the people that those in your community are worried 

about. Friends, coworkers, children, even sick animals. 
    - Take time to listen to God for direction on how you can best care 

for each other. Ask God if he would have you share anything 
encouraging with another member of the group. As God inspires 
you share (so long as it is uplifting)

    - Pray together for the struggles that a particular person is dealing 
with. (This could be cancer, anxiety, depression, alcohol 
addiction, a cheating spouse, or anything else that is difficult or 
painful currently)

    - Pray for all the shepherds in the group as they take on a lot of 
weight/burdens of others. Encourage them that they can cast the 
cares they are carrying on the great Shepherd Jesus who ultimate 
carries all of our burdens.

   - Pray together for UNITY. Pray against the ENEMY SATAN who 
would love to create division in the family. 

    - Take time to share all of your sources of anxiety, fear, frustration, 
and pain to God. You can do this out loud, or privately. Then 
together celebrate that Jesus is in control, carries all of our 
burdens and ask him to free us from fear and insecurity.



- SHEPHERD INSPIRATION
    - Allow those with a Shepherd Gifting to share about their passion 

for family, community, and authentic compassion. Allow the 
Shepherds to express their genuine loving hearts and how they 
are inspired by the genuinely loving one Jesus.

- PLAN A STEP OF ACTION TODAY!
- Sample Action Steps:
    - Go after the sheep that ran away. Who was hanging out with us 

that hasn’t been around or just seems to suddenly be busy? Let’s 
go get them and bring them back into the fold. Who will reach 
out to them (best to be a shepherd). When will we reach out to 
them? 

   - Encourage someone who is going through something difficult. 
Who is going through a difficult season? It could be job loss, a 
health crisis or a financial tough spot. How is God calling us to 
care for someone in a time of need?

   - Be a PEACEMAKER. Is there a relationship that is strained? Do 
you know that someone is upset with you? Has someone 
wronged you or have you wronged someone? Set up a time to 
get together and try to work through it in a healthy way. Don’t 
look to win an argument, look to win your friend back. 

   - CELEBRATE! Is someone experience the blessing of God through 
another birthday, anniversary, or a job promotion? Someone find 
out they were pregnant or get their drivers license? How do we 
want to celebrate? What is an appropriate celebration? When do 
we want to celebrate and where do we want to celebrate? Who 
should be included in the celebration?

   - SET UP A REACH RHYTHM HUDDLE. We all need more 
intimate environments where we can discuss things like our 
marriages, our own faith journeys, and the sins we are 
struggling with. What new huddles should form, and who 



should be invited into these new huddles so that we do a better 
job caring for each other?

   - Meet NEEDS. What are the needs of those who are in our 
community or in our orbit? Is someone struggling to make ends 
meet? Someone struggling with their marriage and need 
babysitters for a much needed date night? Did someone’s car 
break down and they need to borrow a car or get a ride? Is 
someone lonely and just needs someone to talk to on the phone? 
Does someone need a place to stay? Does someone need help 
with gifts for a birthday or Christmas because they lost their job 
and can’t afford to bless their kids? What will we do to meet 
these needs?

    - Lower your expectations/believe the best- Being a family is hard. 
We oftentimes expect a lot from each other and get really 
disappointed when people don’t deliver. We tend to jump to 
conclusions that people left us out on purpose, or had bad 
motives when they didn’t return our phone calls. We believe 
gossip and don’t give our friends the benefit of the doubt! People 
suck sometimes. You suck sometimes. Take the time to celebrate 
that we can all suck, but that’s why we need Jesus! Take some 
time together to let each other off the hook and apologize for 
expecting too much from each other.

     - Keep The Community SAFE. Talk about how we can protect our 
kids from predators, keep our spouses safe from violence, and 
stand up for people that are vulnerable both inside of our third 
space and with the people that we are on mission to.

     - Create a Discussion on Judgment and Love. Ask your 
community if they feel JUDGED. Ask the people you are 
hanging with if they feel like a project or like a family? If people 
feel judged, or they feel like a project talk through why that is 
the case. If the explanations are legitimate ask for forgiveness 
and be more aware of creating an environment of grace where 
people are treated like family and not like projects.



     - Take the time to hear each others stories. Start with Creation, 
then Fall, then Redemption, and then Restoration. Start by taking 
the time to celebrate each person and how they reflect the 
Creator (everyone should share except for the person you are 
talking about), then allow them to share about the brokenness in 
their lives. Then take time to talk about how Jesus redeems the 
pain and brokenness and then talk about the future. This is a 
great way to celebrate people and get to know their stories. This 
is an interesting exercise. Take note if Jesus is the hero of their 
stories or if they are, could be a great place to bring the gospel 
into the conversation! 


